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The Crazy Danger
Korean International School – Springboard, Lowther, Jessica – 17

On a cold summer day In the forest of Canada, it was snowing heavily with some showers. 
There were two girls called Beanie, and Cynthia. While they were walking on the way to the 
mountain, they were chatting and taking photos of the scenery. Suddenly,  Mali, and Walie 
emerge like a ghost and try to steal the two girl’s snack bags. The girls were shocked and their 
hearts were pounding. The bad guys successfully stole their snack bags and ran away quickly 
down into the forest. The girls got hungry when they were halfway to the mountain. They 
decided to explore the forest to find food to eat. They found bananas and apples on the top of 
a tree. Then, they jumped up high in the air and got the fruits. After they finished eating and 
were full of energy, they continued to walk towards the mountain. They discovered a lot of 
special plants and unique flowers that they had never ever seen. Plants like “Wild Rose Rosa 
Acicularis”, “Prairie Crocus”, “Pawpaw Tree”, and “Palm Tree”. They also saw bees and 
butterflies flying around.  
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Paper invent love
Korean International School – Springboard, So, Yan Tung – 18

Once upon a time there was a handsome and intelligent young physicist man called Kingsley 
who was holding a professional equipment to measure the salty sea water level when he was 
hit by a speedy piece of cozy paper on his lips. He was wearing a black mix with a pearly suit 
with a light mix with an ebony shirt and he was standing in Victoria Harbor pier in the 1980s 
in Hong Kong. 

Less than the second, there was the pretty and artistic young fashion designer named 
Karen, who was hit by the paper and she was wearing a violet mix with a beige dress . As the 
strong and cool wind came, it blew into Karen’s face. Karen sensed there was the mixture of 
salty seawater and men’s cologne, as accidently left rosy lipsticks mugged on the same paper.

The breeze blew in the opposite direction, Kingsely attracted to Karen’s beauty by the 
rosy lipstick mark. Kingsely was looking for Karen, but Karen waned from the crowd as 
she was getting on the Star Ferry. Kingsley looked at the ferry departing and he felt sad and 
heartbroken with the paper in his hand. 

The next few days, Kingsley starred the rosy lipstick marked paper more than ten times 
per day, he forgot his physics project and kept riding the star ferry every morning. He kept 
folding paper airplanes from a stack of papers, throwing them out the star ferry one by one in 
countless attempts to recall her.

One of the paper planes was stuck to Karen’s leather shoes and Karen picked up the paper 
plane. The scent of Kingsley’s cologne attracted Karen and she unfolded the paper plane. 
Karen realized the rosy lipstick mark. When the Star Ferry arrived back at the pier, Karen saw 
Kingsley tossed paper planes one by one. Karen approached Kingsley with the rosy lipstick-
marked paper. Karen bashfully asked Kingsley about his cologne and the smell of the salty sea 
water on the paper and Kingsley humbly questioned Karen about her rosy lip-stick mark on 
the paper. As the romantic paper gradually sparked the love, Kingsely requested something to 
Karen about whether he liked her and Karen wanted to request something too about whether 
she liked him too and they were replied the same answer and they tripped in love with each 
other and the cozy paper blew far from the Kingsely’s and Karen’s hand.
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